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Humans and animals use landmarks during wayfinding to determine where
they are in the world and to guide their way to their destination. To implement
this strategy, known as landmark-based piloting, a navigator must be able to:
(i) identify individual landmarks, (ii) use these landmarks to determine their
current position and heading, (iii) access long-term knowledge about the
spatial relationships between locations and (iv) use this knowledge to plan a
route to their navigational goal. Here, we review neuroimaging, neuropsychological and neurophysiological data that link the first three of these abilities to
specific neural systems in the human brain. This evidence suggests that the
parahippocampal place area is critical for landmark recognition, the retrosplenial/medial parietal region is centrally involved in localization and
orientation, and both medial temporal lobe and retrosplenial/medial parietal
lobe regions support long-term spatial knowledge.

1. Introduction
Landmarks are entities that are useful for navigation because they are fixed in
space. They can come in a variety of forms, including single discrete objects
(such as a building or statue) and extended topographical features (such as a
valley, ridge or the arrangement of buildings at an intersection). Humans and animals use landmarks during wayfinding to determine their position and heading.
This strategy, known as landmark-based piloting, contrasts with path integration
strategies in which self-motion cues are used to determine displacement relative to
a known starting position [1]. Landmark-based piloting and path integration can
work in concert during navigation, with path integration used to keep track of
one’s position and heading while exploring a new space and landmark-based
piloting used to re-establish (or re-calibrate) these quantities when in a familiar
environment. Landmarks can also be used as part of a stimulus–response strategy
while following familiar routes, but here we focus on the use of landmarks as part
of a spatial (i.e. locale) rather than an action (i.e. taxon) strategy [2].
To perform landmark-based piloting, one needs four cognitive mechanisms,
which support different components of the strategy. First, a landmark recognition
mechanism for identifying landmarks when they are within the sensory horizon.
Second, a localization/orientation mechanism that uses sensory information to
determine one’s current position and heading. Third, a mechanism for encoding
and retrieving long-term spatial knowledge about the locations of other points of
interest that might act as navigational goals. Fourth, a route-planning mechanism
that uses spatial knowledge to plan a route to one’s destination. In colloquial
terms, these mechanisms allow a navigator to answer four questions: (i) What
am I looking at? (ii) Where am I and which direction am I facing? (iii) Where
are other places? and (iv) How do I get to these places? Here, we outline evidence
linking the first three of these mechanisms to specific brain regions in the parahippocampal cortex, retrosplenial/medial parietal region and medial temporal lobe
(MTL; figure 1). We leave aside route planning for now, as less is known about the
neural basis of this ability.

2. Landmark recognition
The first step in landmark-based piloting is landmark recognition—that is, identification of landmarks when one is directly in their presence. In theory, the brain
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could have used a general-purpose object recognition system to
solve this problem. However, it appears to rely instead on a
specialized mechanism for landmark recognition, analogous
in many ways to the specialized mechanism that is believed
to support face recognition.
The primary neural locus of this mechanism is the parahippocampal place area (PPA)—a region in the collateral
sulcus near the parahippocampal/lingual boundary that exhibits a strong functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
response when subjects view environmental stimuli, such as
buildings, streets, rooms and landscapes [3,4]. By contrast, the
PPA only responds weakly when subjects view common everyday objects, such as vehicles, tools and appliances, and it does
not respond at all when they view faces. Notably, the PPA exhibits this strong preference for environmental stimuli even when
subjects simply view stimuli passively without performing any
explicit navigational task. Consistent with these neuroimaging
results, patients with damage to the PPA find it difficult to identify their surroundings based on analysis of the visual scene as a
whole, although they can sometimes figure out where they are
by focusing on small details, such as a mailbox or a door knocker
[5,6]. That is, they can recognize objects but they cannot
recognize the scenes within which the objects are contained.
An especially salient kind of landmark is the geometric
arrangement (i.e. spatial layout) of the major surfaces of the
local scene. Several lines of evidence indicate that the PPA
might be concerned with processing this kind of information.
The PPA responds strongly to images of empty rooms
containing little more than bare walls, which contain no
discrete objects but depict a three-dimensional space as
defined by fixed background elements [3]. It also responds
strongly to ‘scenes’ made out of Lego blocks that have a similar geometric organization [7] even when they are perceived
haptically rather than visually [8]. Further, multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) studies have found that the PPA
distinguishes between scenes based on their geometric features, with distinct activity patterns elicited by open vistas
(e.g. a highway stretching through an open desert) and
closed-in scenes (e.g. a crowded city street) [9,10]. Finally,
PPA response to scenes is greater when subjects judge the
location of a target object relative to the fixed architectural
elements in the scene than when they judge its location relative to a movable object or the viewer, thus demonstrating a
role for the PPA in the processing of environment-centred
spatial relationships [11].

These observations seem to fit well with behavioural data
showing that humans and animals use geometric information
preferentially (and sometimes exclusively) to reorient after
disorientation [12,13]. However, results from two recent
fMRI adaptation studies suggest that coding of geometry is
not the whole story. The first study found that the PPA exhibits cross-adaptation between visual stimuli that have similar
visual summary statistics [14]. The second study found that
the PPA exhibits cross-adaptation between mirror images of
the same scene, which contain the same visual features, but
shown in different spatial arrangements relative to the
viewer [15]. Thus, the first study shows sensitivity to nonspatial features, whereas the second study shows insensitivity
to one kind of spatial information. Taken as a whole, the literature suggests the PPA encodes both spatial and non-spatial
aspects of scenes and may use both kinds of features for scene
recognition. Further, the relative insensitivity of the PPA to
mirror reversal suggests that it may be more involved in identifying scenes based on visual features and/or intrinsic spatial
geometry than in calculating one’s egocentric orientation relative
to that geometry.
What about landmarks that take the form of individual
punctate objects (such as a statue or a mailbox)? Several findings suggest that the PPA may support recognition of these as
well. The fact that the PPA responds strongly to buildings
even when they are shown as discrete items cut out from
their surroundings has long been known [16]. Recent studies
have shown that the PPA also exhibits preferential response
to certain kinds of common everyday objects when presented
in the same way. For example, the PPA responds more strongly
to large objects compared with small objects [17,18], distant
objects compared with nearby objects [19], objects with strong
contextual associations compared with objects with weak contextual associations [20] and objects that define the space
around them compared with objects with weak spatial definition [21]. In all four cases, the PPA responds more strongly
to objects that are more useful as landmarks than to objects
that are less useful [22]. In addition, PPA response can be
modulated by the navigational history of an object: objects
initially encountered at navigational decision points, for
example intersections, elicit more activity when they are subsequently observed in isolation compared with objects
initially encountered at non-decision point locations [23].
These results demonstrate that the PPA responds not only to
scenes, but also to non-scene objects with orientational value,
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Figure 1. Hypothesized roles of the parahippocampal place area (PPA), retrosplenial complex (RSC) and medial temporal lobe (MTL) in landmark-based piloting. In the proposed
scheme, the PPA identifies landmarks, the RSC uses landmarks to determine the current location and facing/heading direction (and may also encode information about directions to
other locations—not shown) and the MTL encodes a cognitive map that represents landmarks and goals in terms of their coordinates in allocentric space. (Online version in colour.)
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The second step in landmark-based piloting is the use of local
landmarks to determine where one is and which direction one
is facing (or heading) in large-scale space. That is, one not only
has to identify the place one is looking at, but one also has to
localize and orient oneself within a spatial framework that
can potentially extend beyond the current horizon. Identification and localization/orientation are conceptually distinct
operations: a tourist in Paris might be able to identify the
Eiffel Tower and Arc De Triomphe without being able to use
that information to figure out where they were in the city or
which direction they were facing.
Several lines of evidence suggest that the PPA is not the
critical locus for localization and orientation. Rather, this
operation is primarily supported by a medial parietal
region called the retrosplenial complex (RSC), which includes
retrosplenial cortex and more posterior territory along the
parietal –occipital sulcus [25]. Like the PPA, the RSC activates
during passive viewing of scenes, but this response is
strongly enhanced when the scenes are familiar locations,
suggesting a role in linking the visual percept to long-term
knowledge [26]. Evidence that this long-term knowledge is
spatial comes from a study in which we scanned Penn students while they viewed images of familiar locations
around campus [27]. On different trials, they reported (i)
whether the image depicted a location on the east or west
side of campus, (ii) whether the image depicted a view
facing to the east or west and (iii) whether the location was
familiar or not. Only the first two tasks involved the explicit
retrieval of spatial information; RSC response was greater in
these two tasks compared with the third. By contrast, PPA
responded equally to all three conditions. These results
suggest that RSC is centrally involved in determining
where one is located or how one is oriented in the broader
spatial environment, whereas the PPA is primarily concerned

3
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3. Localization and orientation

with analysing the local (i.e. immediately visible) scene or
landmark [28,29].
Additional evidence for this division of labour between the
PPA and RSC comes from neuropsychology [5]. In contrast to
patients with PPA damage, who have trouble recognizing
places and buildings, patients with RSC damage can identify
these items without difficulty. However, they cannot then
use these landmarks to orient themselves in large-scale space.
For example, they can look at a building and name it without
hesitation, but they cannot tell from this whether they are
facing north, south, east or west, and they cannot point to
any other location that is not immediately visible [30]. It is as
if they can perceive the scenes around them normally but
these scenes are ‘lost in space’—unmoored from their broader
spatial context.
A recent study from our laboratory used MVPA to more
directly demonstrate RSC involvement in localization (figure 2)
[35]. The study was motivated by the observation that one
can potentially experience many different views from the
same location. Thus, to show that a region represents location
per se, one needs to show that different views obtained at the
same location elicit a common neural response, even if they
have few or no common visual features. To show this, we
scanned Penn students while viewing images taken at different intersections around the Penn campus. At each
intersection, we included views facing the four different compass directions, which meant that we had four views for each
location that did not overlap. Although it was evident to
Penn students that these four views were taken from the
same location, it would have been virtually impossible for
someone unfamiliar with the campus to determine this. We
then looked for multi-voxel activity patterns that were consistent across the four different views for each location. We
observed such location-specific activity patterns in a medial
parietal region extending from RSC posteriorly into the precuneus and also in the left presubicular region of the MTL. In
these regions, the response patterns elicited by different
views were more similar for views acquired at the same intersection than for views acquired at different intersections. By
contrast, PPA activity patterns distinguished between views,
but did not group these view-specific patterns by location.
These results indicate that RSC represents location per se,
and not just the visual features or landmarks observable
from those locations. This implicates the RSC in localization.
What about orientation—determining one’s facing (i.e. heading) direction? Because the Penn campus is built on a
rectangular grid plan, the four views at each intersection
faced the four compass directions (north, south, east and
west). Indeed, the subjects’ task was to report this facing direction on each trial. Thus, it was possible to look for neural
coding of facing direction by seeing whether views facing the
same direction at different intersections elicited activity patterns that were more similar than those elicited by views
facing different directions at different intersections. We found
evidence for such coding in the right presubiculum—one of
the regions known to contain head direction (HD) cells in
rodents [31]. There was also some weak evidence for direction
coding in RSC but it did not maintain significance when visual
similarity between the images was controlled for.
Stronger evidence for direction coding in RSC comes from
an fMRI adaptation study in which subjects were trained on a
virtual environment consisting of 10 intersecting corridors,
five of which were oriented parallel to each other along one
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either because of their inherent qualities (for example, size), or
because they were previously encountered in a navigationally
relevant location.
An important unanswered question is how the PPA
response to an object changes as it becomes encoded as a landmark. The PPA may simply represent the appearances of
entities that have known orientational value. However, it is
unclear what purpose such coding would serve given that the
primate visual system already contains a set of regions dedicated to recognizing objects in the lateral occipital cortex and
fusiform region. Something must be gained by re-encoding
the appearances of landmark objects in the PPA; for example,
the landmarks might be represented in a different way that
allows the visual aspects of the landmark to be linked to its
navigationally relevant spatial features. One possibility is that
the PPA affixes a local spatial coordinate frame onto the landmark object, which allows it to be subsumed into the larger
constellation of unchanging stationary elements indicative of
a location. In this conception, by coding an object as a landmark, the PPA treats it as a fixed background element—in
effect, as a partial scene [22]. Alternatively, the PPA might
strip away the perceptual and spatial features of a landmark
to encode it as an abstract indicator of a ‘place’; this representation could then trigger the recovery of the appropriate
spatial map in the hippocampus and other structures [24].
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Figure 2. fMRI evidence that RSC codes location in a manner that abstracts away from perceptual features. (a) Subjects were scanned while viewing images taken at
different locations on a familiar college campus. (b) Multi-voxel activity patterns elicited by non-overlapping views taken at the same location (e.g. 1N and 1E) were
more similar than patterns elicited by views taken at different intersections (e.g. 1N and 2E) in RSC; a similar trend in the PPA was not significant. Bars indicate the
average pattern similarity between same-location (dark grey/purple) and different-location (light grey/green) view pairs, as measured by the beta weight on
the corresponding categorical regressors in a multiple regression model that also included a regressor for low-level visual similarity between the views. Right
shows the same pattern of results in a whole-brain searchlight analysis. Voxels whose surrounding neighbourhood exhibited greater pattern similarity for
same-location views compared with different-location views are plotted on the inflated medial surface of the brain. The PPA and RSC were defined in each subject
based on greater response to scenes than to objects in independent localizer scans; outlines on the inflated brain reflect the across-subject region-of-interest (ROI)
intersection that most closely matched the average size of each ROI. Adapted from [35]. (Online version in colour.)
direction, and five of which were oriented parallel to each other
along the orthogonal direction [32]. There was a visual landmark at the end of each corridor, so subjects could determine
which direction they were facing. On each trial, subjects
viewed two different corridors presented sequentially, which
could either be parallel (same direction) or orthogonal (different direction). In the left RSC (BA31), response was reduced
on same-direction trials compared with different-direction
trials, indicating that the region coded direction, and thus
showed adaptation when direction was repeated.
In summary, fMRI studies have demonstrated that RSC
activates during localization and orientation, and they have
also shown that RSC codes the outcomes of these operations
(i.e. location and facing direction). However, it remains
unclear how location and facing direction are represented at
the neural level, and it is also unclear how RSC calculates
these quantities from egocentric inputs. The simplest possibility is that RSC might contain both location cells (which
respond in a location irrespective of direction, analogous to
the behaviour of hippocampal place cells in an open field)
and direction cells (which respond for a given facing direction
irrespective of location, analogous to HD cells). Indeed,

neurophysiological studies from the rodent have indicated
that HD cells are found in retrosplenial cortex [33], corresponding to the most anterior portion of RSC, whereas
neurophysiological studies from monkeys have reported
place-like cells in a medial parietal region that may correspond to the more posterior portion of RSC [34]. However,
this does not appear to be the whole story, because the
majority of the cells in these regions are neither place cells
nor HD cells, but show more complex firing patterns.
Further, it is unclear how separate populations of place and
HD cells would facilitate the computations that underlie
localization and orientation, beyond representing the results
of those computations.
Rather than representing location and direction information separately, we hypothesize that RSC neurons might
encode combinations of these quantities. For example, some
RSC neurons might fire when facing a specific direction
within a specific local environment, but might be inactive
in other environments. Other RSC neurons might represent
one’s heading relative to specific landmarks, both currently
visible and over-the-horizon. These different kinds of cells
could be interconnected in a way that facilitates spatial
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reasoning by incorporating long-term knowledge about
angular relations in the world: for example, cells that represent facing direction within the local environment (‘I am
at the intersection in front of the Penn Bookstore facing 458 relative to the axis of the intersection’) could connect to HD cells
that represent facing direction within a larger environment
(‘I must be facing to the northwest’) and to cells that represent
facing direction relative to unseen landmarks and navigational
goals (‘Van Pelt Library must be behind me’). A system wired in
this manner would be able to recover heading direction—and
perhaps also location—from local cues.
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The third step of landmark-based piloting is accessing knowledge about the spatial locations of other points of interest that
can serve as navigational goals or waypoints to those goals.
As indicated in the previous section, some of this long-term
spatial knowledge might be encoded within RSC, which distinguishes between locations and may encode information
about directional relationships between locations. However,
another way to represent spatial information is in the form
of a cognitive map, which is a representation of the Euclidean
coordinates of landmarks and other navigational points
of interest, analogous to a physical map [1,36]. Evidence
from a variety of sources suggests that MTL regions may
instantiate such a map.
This idea was originally proposed by O’Keefe & Nadel [2],
based on the discovery of place cells in the rodent hippocampus, which fire when the animal is in a specific location.
Experiments since then have indicated that the firing of these
cells is somewhat complex, dependent not only on spatial
location but also on non-spatial inputs (although spatial information appears to be primary, at least in the rodent [37]). By
contrast, grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), which
provide inputs to the hippocampal place cells, exhibit firing
patterns that are purely dependent on spatial coordinates
[38]. Thus, the hippocampus and MEC may work together to
represent a cognitive map, with MEC representing spatial coordinates per se, and hippocampus representing landmarks, goals
and events that occur at specific locations. Place and grid cells
have been found not only in the rodent but also in monkeys [39]
and humans [40,41], although occasionally with somewhat
different properties [42].
Indirect evidence for cognitive map coding in human
MTL comes from structural imaging studies that have
shown that the right posterior hippocampus increases in
size when London taxi drivers learn the layout of London
streets over a period of 2 years [43] and that the size of this
region predicts the accuracy of cognitive maps in college
students learning a new campus [44]. Furthermore, hippocampal size correlates with accuracy on a topographical
memory test in which the spatial arrangements of landscapes
must be recognized from multiple points of view [45]. This
last finding is consistent with other data indicating that the
hippocampus might encode viewpoint-independent maps
of spatial scenes [46,47] that allow memories for objects and
events to be precisely bound to specific locations [48].
A recent fMRI study from our laboratory demonstrated
that the hippocampus exhibits a key feature of a cognitive
map: representation of real-world distance relationships
[49]. To show this, we scanned Penn students while they
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Figure 3. fMRI evidence that the human hippocampus encodes distances
between real-world locations, thus exhibiting a key feature of a cognitive
map. Subjects were scanned while viewing landmarks from a familiar college
campus. Activity in the left anterior hippocampus scaled with the real-world
distance between the landmark shown on each trial and the landmark shown
on the immediately preceding trial. Adapted from [49]. (Online version
in colour.)
viewed photographs of prominent landmarks (buildings
and statues) from the Penn campus, presented one at a time
while they performed a simple recognition task (figure 3).
We then examined the fMRI response on each trial as a function of the real-world distance between the landmark shown
on that trial and the landmark shown on the immediately
preceding trial. Activity in the left anterior hippocampus
scaled with real-world distance: it was greater when viewing
a landmark that was far away from the landmark that had
just been seen, but smaller when viewing a landmark that
was close. This indicates that this part of the hippocampus
has information about which landmarks are close together
in the real world and which ones are further away from
each other—the same kind of information that is encoded
by a map.
What is the relationship between the long-term knowledge represented in MTL and the long-term knowledge
represented in RSC? Earlier studies suggested a distinction
based in the different phases of memory, such that the
MTL might only be necessary for the initial encoding of
spatial knowledge, whereas RSC might suffice for retrieval
[50]. However, recent studies have suggested that both regions
are involved in retrieval of long-term knowledge, but perhaps
of different kinds. A striking demonstration of this comes from
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5. Conclusion
The evidence that we describe above suggests that three components of landmark-based piloting—landmark recognition,
localization/orientation and long-term spatial knowledge—
are supported by neural mechanisms in the PPA, RSC and
MTL. Key challenges for future research will include developing a more exact computational description of these cognitive
mechanisms, achieving a better understanding of how they
interact during navigation and elucidating the neural systems
involved in route planning. We believe that neuroimaging
studies using MVPA and adaptation techniques have potential to shed further light on these issues, thus refining the
provisional account that we offer here.
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could potentially explain why spatial memories for largescale environments are notoriously rife with distortions [61].
As the above discussion indicates, the assignment of cognitive mechanisms to regions does not preclude the possibility
that a region can participate in more than one mechanism.
In our view, RSC is involved in both localization/orientation
and also in retrieval of some varieties of long-term spatial
knowledge. These two functions might reflect the use of the
same underlying representation for two purposes: translating between egocentric input and allocentric output during
localization/orientation, and then translating backwards from
allocentric to egocentric during spatial knowledge retrieval [62].
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a former London taxi driver who suffered bilateral hippocampal damage as a result of limbic encephalitis, but whose RSC is
likely intact. When asked to navigate between locations in a
videogame version of London, he did so accurately if he
could reach the goal on the main roads, but failed if he had
to remember the smaller side streets [51]. This was interpreted
as indicating that the hippocampus encodes a representation
that is more detailed than that encoded by cortical regions,
akin to the details that compose an episodic memory [52]. An
alternative possibility is that the hippocampus encodes a representation that is more metric and precise, which may be
required for navigating along side streets.
We hypothesize that the representations in MTL and RSC
differ in two ways: (i) the coordinate system used to represent
the space and (ii) the density/sparsity of the places encoded
by this system. MTL may represent all locations in space in
terms of a continuous Cartesian coordinate system that
allows navigational vectors to be computed between any
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